Maj Dames Imbues Acuracy
At 2:46 p.m. Tokyo time, March 11, 2011, an earthquake of magnitude 9.0 struck Japan. All rail and airport
operations were halted by the strength of the quake. Even
though Japan is used to earthquakes and is a safety-conscious society, it is a country with an extensive rail system, one of the best in the world, if not the best, the magnitude forced a shut-down of every rail line. Japan is a
country that if a train is 10 or 15 seconds late, it is noticeable.
The tremendous earthquake moved Japan’s main island by 8 feet.
All telephone lines, including mobile phone systems went down, however, some
wireless systems such as Twitter/Facebook persevered through time. It was originally
thought to be a 7.9 tremor, but at 9.0 it became the fourth strongest since 1900.
The tremor lasted unbelievably several minutes in Tokyo, 373 kilometers from
the epicenter. The tsunami that followed, with the speed of a jet plane, generated
waves between 13-33 feet, toppling everything in its path like toys.
It was felt in Beijing, China. Russia moved 11,000 people on tsunami fear.
The epicenter was 80 miles E. of Sendai, Japan. A thousand kilometers worth of
ocean sea floor shifted all at once, according to the Weather Channel . Thirteen
million people inhabit Tokyo itself. Many drastic scenes were recorded, from blazing fires to massive rushing waves that moved everything in their paths, people and
buildings were at the mercy of rumbling quakes to nuclear fiascoes, complete with
fires and radiation leaks. Indoor and outdoor scenes showed violent shakes, and
by the power of video cameras, a world virtually got to see extraordinary scenes,
including the longest-duration scenes of the actual quake in real time. Maj. Dames,
incorrectly in 2003, attributed the actual nuclear crisis due to the Monju plant–it
was 5 plants close together at Fukushima Daiichi, however, that caused all the problems. Because the geophysical is so unprecedented, credit should be given to Dames.
Unlike the past, Maj. Dames doesn’t do as many radio appearances now. On
March 17, 2011, he sprang up 2 novel warnings, semi-lucid, semi-transmigratory.
He dared to venture with a timeline on one: electromagnetic disturbances associated with the kill shot is foreseen to start summer of 2011; “billions of dollars will
be lost in satellites that will completely burn out,” he said. Thus far, it has not
panned out. The recent event in Japan prompted him to look at the “next mass
human death-causing earthquake” in the world, and the pattern of information
inflected an event far away from the ring of fire. To his team’s surprise, the tragic
event, he stated, will hit the New Madrid seismic zone in the Midwest. He horrified
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